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Objective: 

The goal of this project is to develop a staging guide for organic and transitional hemp producers to understand the right 

staging and considerations when in crop cultivating under solid seeded conditions. A field day was held July 17th, 2017 

with approximately 30 individuals attending.  

 
Background: 

Camera guided in-crop cultivation is a new technology to Western Canada, the first unit was sold in Western Canada six 

years ago with minimal uptake. In 2015 a local Manitoba organic producer purchased the first in crop cultivator and from 

small tours and networking, word of the new technology quickly spread. Numerous units have been sold since then and 

the interest in mechanical weed control continues to rise. Tine harrowing, and rotary hoeing are tools that have been 

commonly utilized by organic producers to manage weeds during the seedling stage in crops. The results are heavily 

dependent on weed staging, soil conditions and can set back the crop. 

 

 The benefit of in-crop cultivation is the window of efficacy is significantly wider than other tools out there, as well crop 

damage seems to be non-existent to minimal. A cultivator can control emerged weeds and is less dependent on soil 

conditions whereas tine harrowing/ rotary hoeing is most effective at the white thread stage in dry soil conditions. 

Managing weeds early during the critical weed free period without crop damage is an exciting opportunity for organic 

producers to have precise weed management that can reduce weed populations and can increase yield and grain quality. 

 

Hemp is a shallow seeded crop which has a strong taproot and lateral roots. Additional caution and considerations need 

to be evaluated in comparison to deeper seeded crops like cereals to avoid root pruning and above ground damage. There 

is little to no information on the proper timing and staging to cultivate in hemp under solid seeded conditions. Our goal is 

to develop a useful staging guide for hemp producers to evaluate their hemp staging, weed staging and considerations 

such as crop burying when in crop cultivating solid seeded hemp. 

 



 
 
 
 

Procedure: 

    

43 Foot Einbock Chopstar Camera Guided Cultivator 

The demonstration plot took place in Winkler Manitoba on a uniform field with sandy loam soil type. Each treatment is 5 

acres in total, the width of the cultivator is 43 feet, and each treatment consists of two passes for a total of 86 feet in 

width. A camera guided cultivator was evaluated in solid seed organic hemp at 10” spacing. Originally this field was sowed 

June 6th, however due to a low plant population the field was terminated and re-sowed on June 27th at 35 lbs/acre with 

the variety GranMa.  

Table 1. Camera Guided Cultivation in Organic Hemp Plot Plan  

Plot Width 86 Ft 86 Ft 86 Ft 86 Ft 
Treatment Date July 14th & 17th July 14th July 17th Control 

Plot Size 5 acres 5 acres 5 acres 5 acres 

 

Table 2. Staging & Treatments     

Treatment Crop Staging Speed Cultivator 
Depth 

General Settings/ Considerations 

Organic hemp sowed: June 27th 
35 lbs/acre GranMa 
 

    

Early cultivation pass: 17 days 
after seeding.  July 14th 

Approx. 6” tall 4 mph 1” Shields help protect the crop when 
it is smaller from dirt, the crop was 
tall enough that the shields weren’t 
necessary. Height of the crop 10 – 
11”  

Early & Late Cultivator Pass: 17 
& 20 days after seeding.           
July 14th & 17th  
 

Approx. 6” tall & 10 – 
11” tall  

4 mph / 3 mph 1”, 1.5 – 2”  

Late cultivator pass: 20 days 
after seeding.  July 17th  

Approx. 10 – 11” tall 3 mph 1.5 – 2” Rows starting to canopy, getting a 
little late because it is harder for 
the camera to pick up the rows. 
Earlier the better.  

 

Cultivator Shovel 4.5” 



 
 
 
 

Table 2 summarizes each treatment including the crop staging, speed of the cultivator and depth of the shovel. The hemp 

was re-sown June 27th, conditions were ideal, and the soil temperature was warm. Under these conditions the hemp 

emerged quickly, the first cultivation pass was 17 days after seeding. The hemp averaged 6” tall, at this stage the rolling 

shields were not required. The rolling shields protect small seedlings from getting buried from the soil that is being thrown 

from the cultivator shovel, the amount of soil being thrown is affected by your speed. The faster you go the more soil you 

throw which helps to manage weeds in row. As a seedling hemp is quite sensitive, having rolling shields at a small stage 

for your first pass is recommended.    

 

Table 3. Organic Hemp Staging Guide in Crop Cultivation   

First Cultivation Pass:  
17 days after seeding 

 Late Cultivation Pass: 
20 days after seeding 

 

Hemp: 6 “tall  Hemp: 10 – 11” tall  

   

 

• At both stages shields were not required, the hemp was progressed enough to handle soil being thrown in row. At a smaller 

staging shields would be required to reduce burying from soil being thrown 

 

Weed Control: 

Table 4. Weed Control per Pass by In Crop Cultivation   

Treatment Weed Count Weed Count After 
Cultivation 

Cultivator Efficacy      
(% Control)  

Early cultivation pass: 17 days 
after seeding.  July 14th 

4 LQ  1 millet 1 LQ left 80% 

Early & Late Cultivator Pass: 
17 & 20 days after seeding.           
July 14th & 17th  

6 LQ 2 LQ 67% 

Late cultivator pass: 20 days 
after seeding.  July 17th  

5 LQ 2 LQ  60% 

• One-meter stick of weeds were counted between two rows before cultivation, the same meter stick was 

counted after the cultivator to evaluate efficacy.  

 

         



 
 
 
 

    

Table 5.  In Crop Cultivation Early & Late Visuals of Hemp Plants, Weeds and Efficacy  
Early Pre-Cultivation View Early Post Cultivation View Late Pre-Cultivation View Late Post Cultivation View 

    

 

Recommendations: 

Staging: 

Under the right conditions hemp can emerge quickly, in our 

demonstration plot the hemp was re-sown June 27th and had 

ideal moisture and soil temperatures, because of this the hemp 

emerged and grew quickly. To get the full benefits of early 

season weed control it is recommended to in crop cultivate 

soon after the camera can pick up the hemp rows. Shields 

would be recommended to protect the small hemp seedlings 

from getting covered by soil. As a seeding hemp is sensitive to 

mechanical weed control, excess moisture and compaction. 

Shields protects the hemp seedlings from the soil being thrown 

and covering the hemp plants. It allows for early season weed 

control between the rows and once the hemp seedlings are 

further along the shields should be removed to throw dirt in row to help with weed control in row and between the 

rows. At later staging if you keep the shields they tend to cut leaves and damage the crop, they are recommended 

to be removed at later staging. The window of in crop cultivation is affected by your crop canopy, once your crop 

canopies it is hard for the camera to pick up the rows. For hemp this is dependent on conditions, growth and row 

spacing. In the demonstration plot on 10” spacing the last cultivation pass was 20 days after seeding, the hemp was 

10 – 11” in height and the canopy was quite progressed. After this stage the canopy would be too progressed to in 

crop cultivate but the canopy cover allows for good competition from the hemp crop. 

Recommended staging for in crop cultivation in 

hemp, shields recommended. Approx. 10 – 14 

days after sowing  



 
 
 
 

 
Early Morphological Staging of Hemp 

Hemp Cotyledon & 
First True Leaves 

Second True Leaves: 
Recommended staging 
for in crop cultivation. 

Use shields 

Root System 6” in Height:               

no shields required 
6” in Height:                          

no shields required 

7 – 10 Days after 
Sowing 

10 – 14 Days after 
Sowing 

10 – 14 Days after 
Sowing 

17 days after Sowing 17 days after Sowing 

     
• Above photos are a compilation of the variety Finola and GranMa from different fields 

• Staging and crop progress will be affected by conditions at seeding and weather conditions 

Cultivator Depth & Settings: 

The cultivator depth should be deep enough to penetrate the soil, yet not too deep that you will bury your plants, on the 

first pass around 1” deep to not throw too much dirt and on subsequent passes between the 1.5 - 2” depth. Hemp is a 

sensitive crop and does not rebound well from being buried. The amount of soil that is thrown is also affected by your 

speed, the faster you go you throw more soil. The slower you go you throw less soil, within the range of 2 mph to 5 mph 

can be expected. How fast you go is dependent on your crop size, how much soil you want to throw and whether you have 

rolling shields.  

   
Each shovel is independent of 

each other and can be 
individually set at different 
depths. Steered by RTK and 

camera guidance 

 

4.5” shovel on 10” spacing with rolling shields 
for early season weed control on small hemp 

plants 

4.5” shovel on 10” spacing with no shields 
for second pass weed control, without 

shields your shovel will throw more soil in 
row and on hemp plants 

 

 

 



 
 
 
 

Consider your crop size and use the appropriate sized shovels. On 10” spacing 7” shovels did not have enough trash 

clearance in some situations. The 4.5” shovels worked better however the 5.5 - 6” shovel would be ideal to have good 

weed control that could better manage trash. For early season weed control if using rolling shields smaller shovels work 

best. Set up your display by entering your row spacing, camera height, average plant height and width and how many 

rows the camera will be looking at. See manual for explanation. Use existing GPS AB lines or tramlines in your field to keep 

your passes consistent with your seeding tool. 

 

Plant Population: 

The camera cultivation system requires enough plants in row to be able to distinguish the rows, it is steered by RTK and 

camera guidance. The field was initially sowed on June 6th, conditions were dry which resulted in a low patchy plant 

population. The camera guided cultivation system could not properly distinguish the rows. A competitive plant population 

is required for the camera system to be able to differentiate the rows and work properly. Due to the low plant population 

the field was terminated and re-sown on June 27th.  

 

      

  
Hemp field sown on  June 6th, low established 

plant population 
Hemp field re-sown on June 27th, competitive established 

plant population 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 
 

Conclusion 

The ability for organic producers to in crop cultivate in solid seeded conditions allows producers to manage weeds early 

on during the critical weed free period with minimal crop damage or set back. The window of cultivation is wider than 

other tools out there and allows for competition from narrow row spacing.  

Having this tool does not replace basic agronomy considerations that are critical for a competitive hemp crop and for any 

organic crop. Seeding rate, seeding date, fertility, field selection, rotation and your established plant population all affect 

weed management and your mechanical weed control options.  
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